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1: U S Playground Map Stencil
Playground Maps Are an Endless Source of Fun And Learning! Ed Bonne, "The Playground Map Guy," offers a
collection of student-centered activities for making playground maps come to life.

This easy to use school playground stencils package allows you to create a huge world mural that can be
painted by four adults and ten 2nd â€” 4th graders in three hours. Complete instructions with paint
specifications. The coordinated machine and paint work together to provide crisp, clean lines and bold marks
quickly and professionally. Engineered and designed for easy operation and durability. Ten different full-size
stencils come in this package. All stencils arrive complete with full game rules and lots of activity suggestions.
The monthly Play Nice! Newsletter is full of tips and techniques for managing a Peaceful Playground. Each
month subscribers receive links to valuable resources for free playground grants and updated product
information on the award winning playground safety program from Dr. Add your email address today! Please
leave this field empty. The complete set of 41 durable plastic stencils includes: All 41 playground stencils are
included with the complete Peaceful Playgrounds Program Kit. Stewart Elementary School recently painted a
United States map on the back patio of the school playground. Upon arrival to school the next morning,
students were mesmerized by the site and have continuously played games on the map. There is little
playground equipment at the school, and this map gives students an option that is both educational and fun.
Teachers also use this map to reinforce lessons on the states and regions of the United States. By having
resources such as this map available to them, teachers are able to enhance the education of all students at the
school. I want to thank you for helping me with the stencil. The stencil was a lot of help and the Eagle Scout
project was a great success. Your company was very helpful in giving me the things I needed and helping me
with everything. The stencil was easy to use and created a great teaching tool for the students. Thank you very
much â€” Matt Molle Two Tracy Girl Scouts are Golden The stated mission of the Girl Scouts is to build
confidence, courage and character while making the world a better place. On May 22, the organization will
recognize two Tracy girls who delivered on this promise. She acquired stencils from the organization, then
measured and painted a colorful series of lessons and games around the playground.
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2: Playground Maps Are an Endless Source of Fun and Learning! | Education World
The BEST Funny Magic Vines Ever | Amazing Zach King Magic Tricks Compilation Funny Magic Vines watching Live
now.

A room or outdoor space How to use the mapping tool: To create a new map, choose: Choose a floor or
outdoor surface. Pick a color for the floor or outdoor surface. For furniture, click on the red chair at the top left
of the map tool. For outdoor items, click on the green tree. If you want to add an item that is not shown, you
can use the drawing tool button with marker on it to draw a picture of it. To move the items into the map, click
on the item to pick it up, move it where you want it in the map, and then click on it again to drop it. Position
the items exactly where you want them in the map by using the tools along the bottom. A line of text will
appear. Click on the line of text and then type over it to change it to whatever you want it to say. Now ask
your child to use the map to find the treasure. As she looks for it, give her clues by using position words.
Show her how to mark its location on the map. Understanding even simple maps can be challenging for a
young child. You may first want to try this activity by hiding the treasure and then giving hints with only your
words. Challenge your child to a shape guessing game by using the shapes that are available in the mapping
tool. Click and drag a shape into the layout. Ask your child to name the shape and count the sides. A shape
with 3 sides is a triangle. Continue this activity with other shapes. Put small toys or candies into a box and
hide it somewhere outside. For older kids, ask them to name items in the map and spell them for you.
Introduce kids to new vocabulary by typing labels for items in your map that might be unfamiliar to your
child.
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3: Math Games | Give Your Brain A Workout!
Every School Should Have a Playground Map! Playground maps are great teaching tools! Thanks to Ed Bonne, "the
Playground Map Guy," many kids soom might have a new addition to their playgrounds.

Playground maps are great teaching tools! Thanks to Ed Bonne, "the Playground Map Guy," many kids soom
might have a new addition to their playgrounds. Ed Bonne is a second-grade teacher in St. I decided that I
wanted one at my school, so I painted it. When other principals saw it, they wanted one at their schools too!
He lays down his wooden stencils and spray paints a series of stenciled dots on the asphalt. Then he uses
traffic zone paint to connect the huge dot-to-dot map. Four hours later, Bonne blows out of town leaving
behind a beautiful U. If the map is to be painted to scale, I need an area about 50 feet wide so students can see
how far away Hawaii is from the continental states and how large Alaska is. Bonne has painted playground
maps in parking lots, on basketball courts, andin rare instanceson asphalt lots made just for maps! There, a
crack in the paved lot on which he painted the map falls almost exactly in the position of the Continental
Divide! Outline the shape you want, then fill in the details when you actually paint it. Paint your map on
asphalt. Although concrete is generally smoother and therefore better for chalk drawing, traffic zone paving
paint tends to "bubble" on concrete in a shorter period of time. On asphalt, the paint could last up to ten years
under normal circumstances. When painting, use a brush that will give you a line about 1 inch wide. A smaller
brush will not apply enough paint to wear well. A larger brush will not allow you to outline the states as
accurately as you might want. Try to place your map on a spot where you can paint it with the proper
directional orientation. And try to place your map in an area where you can include Hawaii and Alaska in their
correct size and location relative to the 48 contiguous states. If possible, try to place your map in a relatively
protected area. You will be amazed how often you can use the map, even in winter, if you are in a spot that is
reasonably comfortable and away from the wind. Avoid painting in the names of the states. Let the students do
that as an activity. Remember this is an activity center, not a giant wall map laid flat. I would suggest that you
try to use a scale of 1 inch to 10 miles. That will make your map about 30 feet wide from Maine to California,
which will allow you to paint the map well within the size of a normal elementary school gym, should you
want a map inside. They can paint major political, physical, or other geographic information on the map. State
names and their capitals are usually a good first activity to do with students. Prior to that position, Bonne was
a second grade teacher for mroe than a dozen years and a high school history and geography teacher for 14
years. Bonne also is active in the Michigan Geographic Alliance.
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4: School Playground Stencils
Geography, Art. This activity will help students become familiar with maps as representations of real scenes and with
map keys. Each student will create a map and a map key, understand that a map shows the view from above, and use a
map key to interpret symbols and to locate places and objects on a map.

Ed Bonne, "The Playground Map Guy," offers a collection of student-centered activities for making
playground maps come to life. Ed Bonne recommends using tempera paints for most activities. Tempera
paints come in a variety of bright colors, and they are easily washable. A hose or rain or snow usually cleans
off the map. Bonne suggests that for most activities, it is probably a good idea to assign students to a particular
place or location rather than to allow volunteering. That reduces duplication and ensures a more even
distribution of the students around the map when they are actually working. To ensure accuracy, before
students paint on the playground map it might be a good idea to review on desk maps or in atlases the exact
locations they plan to paint on the playground map. The list below first presents a handful of suggestions for
long-term projects involving a playground map, followed by a bunch of "quick" activities that might be used
as part of a lesson or unit. Invite students to paint in the proper location on the map the names of major cities,
prominent natural features, and national parks. Suggested lists of natural features and national parks appear
below. Take a Tour of the U. Students often learn more about general locations by studying a single place
intensely. Provide students with a list of possible "places to study. Allow two to four weeks for the students to
research and construct their models with parent supervision. A model on a 1-foot-square board is suggested.
When all the models have been gathered, have students place them on the correct spots on the U. The
opportunities for discussion of the various locations are boundless. When all students have become familiar
with the locations, you could invite parents or other students to take a tour of the United States led by these
special "tour guides. This project provides an opportunity for each student to research and develop an
appreciation for a single state. In addition to conducting research, the student has a chance to write a play or
revue about the United States. Each student chooses a character to research. The student then writes a script
for their characters for a "show" about the United States. The map becomes the stage for their presentation.
You might involve the art teacher, who could work with each student to draw a mural backdrop for the
presentation, or the music teacher, who could teach students regional songs that would become part of this
"extravaganza. Part of the elementary health curriculum is an extensive study of the five basic food groups.
Students in a school could host a "tasting" party of foods from across the United States. Place sample foods on
trays on upturned milk crates in the actual location where the food is produced. Invite students to research the
major crops grown and products produced in each state. They can draw pictures of those crops and products
for display on the playground map. When you read stories or historical accounts, use the map as your "reading
room. If it can be done on a desk map, why not the same activity on the playground map? Locations of Native
American tribes, expansion of U. Devise state-to-state relay races for your playground map, or set up portable
basketball hoops at various distances for free-throw practice. In addition to that "What I Did on My Summer
Vacation" essay, students might chalk out the route that their summer vacation took them on. If you have an
evening activity at school, schedule time for the students to go out on the map with flashlights. Place the lights
facing up at major metropolitan areas. The map will look like the United States as the astronauts see it at night.
Super Bowl or World Series. Place balls for a particular sport on the locations of the major league franchises.
This is a great activity to generate discussion about major metropolitan areas. Ed Bonne has one last
suggestion: Prior to moving to the high school, Bonne taught second grade for more than a dozen years; and
before that he was a high school history and geography teacher for 14 years. Bonne is active in the Michigan
Geographic Alliance.
5: The Cat in the Hat Can Map This and That! | Activities | The Cat in the Hat | PBS PARENTS
US Map Stencil. This geographically and proportionately accurate map of the United States is an easy to apply school
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playground stencils and can be painted by four adults and 10 children in three hours.

6: 12 best Playground Map Project images on Pinterest | Map projects, Playground and Playground games
making a new island of the fortnite map // playground mode // fortnite battle royale sensationlive - was the best year ever
top highlights subscribe to.

7: Playground Map Song | Muppet Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The US Playground Map Stencil is a favorite in schools. The geographically correct US Playground Map stencil is easy
to use and affordable. A popular choice of PTA's and Eagle Scouts as a quick upgrade to any school playground.

8: Real-World Games | Google Maps Platform | Google Cloud
Math games and more at www.enganchecubano.com! Problem solving, games, and puzzles the entire family will enjoy.

9: How to Plan a Playground: 3 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Both of these playground map stencils have holes to help delineate political boundaries and physical contours such as
oceans, large lakes and continental shapes. Each stencil comes as 8 pieces and includes detailed instructions, including
recommendations for paint.
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